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Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) are the most widely used nonhuman primate in biomedical research, have the largest natural geographic distribution of any nonhuman primate, and have been the focus of much evolutionary and behavioral investigation. Consequently, rhesus macaques are one of the most thoroughly studied nonhuman primate species. However,
little is known about genome-wide genetic variation in this species. A detailed understanding of extant genomic variation
among rhesus macaques has implications for the use of this species as a model for studies of human health and disease, as well
as for evolutionary population genomics. Whole-genome sequencing analysis of 133 rhesus macaques revealed more than
43.7 million single-nucleotide variants, including thousands predicted to alter protein sequences, transcript splicing, and
transcription factor binding sites. Rhesus macaques exhibit 2.5-fold higher overall nucleotide diversity and slightly elevated
putative functional variation compared with humans. This functional variation in macaques provides opportunities for analyses of coding and noncoding variation, and its cellular consequences. Despite modestly higher levels of nonsynonymous
variation in the macaques, the estimated distribution of fitness effects and the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous variants suggest that purifying selection has had stronger effects in rhesus macaques than in humans. Demographic reconstructions indicate this species has experienced a consistently large but fluctuating population size. Overall, the results presented
here provide new insights into the population genomics of nonhuman primates and expand genomic information directly
relevant to primate models of human disease.
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The amount and nature of the genetic variation within species is a
fundamental aspect of biology with significant implications for
a number of research questions (Leffler et al. 2012; Yang et al.
2013; Rogers and Gibbs 2014; Romiguier et al. 2014; Sankararaman
et al. 2014; The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium 2015; Li et al.
2015). Among humans, single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) have
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been studied within personal genomes (Levy et al. 2007; Wheeler
et al. 2008; Ahn et al. 2009; Lupski et al. 2010; Schuster et al. 2010)
and across populations (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium
2012; Gudbjartsson et al. 2015). Whole-genome sequencing
(WGS) and whole-exome sequencing (WES) have identified millions of human SNVs (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium
2015), as well as more complex structural variation and gene
copy number differences (Sudmant et al. 2015). Knowledge regarding variants that influence disease risk, as well as normal variation
in human anatomy and physiology, is accumulating at an accelerating pace. Genomic information is also becoming available for
diverse nonhuman species (Hayes et al. 2013; Schoenebeck and
Ostrander 2014; Lack et al. 2015).
Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) are one of the most evolutionarily successful and intensively studied nonhuman primates.
This species has the largest natural geographic range of any nonhuman primate, extending from India in the west across Asia to the
Pacific coast of China, and south into Vietnam and Thailand.
Across that range, it exhibits outstanding ecological flexibility
and adaptability (Richard et al. 1989; Thierry 2011). Rhesus macaques are Old World monkeys (Family Cercopithecidae, Superfamily Cercopithecoidea) and thus are phylogenetically closely
related to humans, sharing a common ancestor roughly 25 million
years ago (Perelman et al. 2011). Only the apes (like humans, members of Superfamily Hominoidea) are more closely related to
humans than are Old World monkeys. In part because of their
adaptability and overall genetic and physiological similarity to
humans, rhesus macaques are widely used as an animal model
for biomedical studies related to human health and disease (Phillips et al. 2014). These macaques are the premier models for investigations related to several human infectious diseases, are critical to
research in neurobiology and psychobiology, and play a central
role in studies of reproductive endocrinology, metabolism, and
other basic aspects of biology and medicine.
Identification of functionally significant genetic variation
among rhesus macaques will increase their value as models for human physiology and disease. Prior studies have used specific genetic variants in rhesus macaques to model human genetic effects
(Champoux et al. 2002; Barr et al. 2004; Loffredo et al. 2007; Vallender et al. 2008, 2010; Rogers et al. 2013). The discovery of novel
functional variation in this species will lead directly to new genetic
models of human disease, better characterization of existing models, and will also support rational genetic management of research
colonies. This will advance rhesus macaque models beyond face
validity to construct validity and improve translational relevance.
In addition to the biomedical implications, knowledge of intraspecies genetic variation in this widely distributed primate will
inform analyses of the ecological, demographic, and population
genetic factors that drive differences among taxa (Leffler et al.
2012; Corbett-Detig et al. 2015; Xue et al. 2015). The complex demographic and evolutionary history of modern humans (The 1000
Genomes Project Consortium 2012; Moreno-Estrada et al. 2014;
Allentoft et al. 2015; Schroeder et al. 2015) and our recent hominin
ancestors (Sankararaman et al. 2012; Antón et al. 2014) includes
several periods of broad geographic distribution and diverse ecology. In contrast to the African great apes, rhesus macaques share
these characteristics with ancestral humans; thus, patterns of genetic diversity and population structure may provide informative
parallels to the population genomics of deep human history.
With the primary goal of advancing opportunities for biomedical research using rhesus macaques, we generated WGS for
132 unrelated rhesus obtained from multiple research facilities.
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In addition, we resequenced the individual sampled for the first
rhesus whole-genome assembly (Rhesus Macaque Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007). Our results provide new insight into primate biology and open new avenues for
research, both using rhesus macaques as models for the genetics
of human disease and in studies of evolutionary and population
genomics.

Results
Genome-wide single-nucleotide variation
Whole-genome sequences for 133 rhesus macaques (Macaca
mulatta) were generated using the Illumina HiSeq technology.
The majority of study animals (n = 82) were sequenced to high coverage (mean 37.8×, range 23.2–60.7×) and the remainder to moderate coverage (mean 9.5×, range 7.0–11.7×), for an overall mean
genome-wide coverage of 26.7×. The sample population includes
the original Indian-origin female macaque used to generate the
public reference genome (Rhesus Macaque Genome Sequencing
and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007), 123 additional Indian-origin
rhesus, and nine Chinese-origin animals. All animals were captive
born in research colonies, with the exception of three wild-born
Chinese rhesus macaques (Supplemental Table S1). SNVs were
identified using both GATK (DePristo et al. 2011) and SNPTools
(Wang et al. 2013). The intersection of the two variant call sets
identified 43.7 million SNVs, 31.9 million among the 124 Indian-origin rhesus macaques (IRh) and 30.1 million variants in the
nine Chinese-origin animals (CRh). The transition/transversion
ratio across the SNV data set is 2.16. A subset of SNVs were validated by comparing these whole-genome results to SNV calls from
whole-exome sequencing for a subset of individuals. A second
subset of SNVs were reanalyzed using the Ion Torrent platform
(Methods; Supplemental Material). Consistent with population
differentiation observed in previous smaller studies (Smith and
McDonough 2005; Hernandez et al. 2007), most SNVs (58%) are
population specific, and many are rare (Minor Allele Frequency;
MAF < 0.01). The proportion of rare alleles among the 124 IRh animals is 26.5%, whereas the sample size for CRh is too small to
make this calculation meaningful.

Table 1. Observed levels of autosomal nucleotide variation in rhesus
macaques and humans

Number of samples
Mean mapped depth
Number of SNVs (×106)
Number of synonymous
(×103)
Number of nonsynonymous
(×103)
Number of nonsense (×103)
Average number of SNVs
per sample (×106)
Average number
heterozygous SNVs per
sample (×106)

Indian
rhesus

Chinese
rhesus

123
24.9×
31.88
91.18

9
25.5×
30.05
84.66

85
97
88
5.2×
4.8×
5.3×
11.98 11.28 19.10
40.62 40.61 65.20

78.90

65.68

49.22 49.90 71.21

1.47
9.14

1.22
11.25

0.67
3.44

0.69
3.43

0.88
4.21

6.10

6.94

2.09

1.96

2.79

CEU

CHB

YRI

Human data from The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium (2012) and
annotations from dbSNP138.
(CEU) Utah residents, Northern and Western European ancestry; (CHB)
Han Chinese (Beijing); (YRI) Yoruban in Nigeria.
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Figure 1. (A) Density of autosomal SNVs observed in rhesus (Indian rhesus only, 123 samples) and human (1000 Genomes Project data, phase 1,
123 randomly selected samples). Ind_123 indicates results for 123 rhesus
samples; Hum_123 for 123 human samples; Ind_49 indicates 49 low-coverage (average 9.47×) Indian rhesus samples; Hum_49 for 49 human samples with the average coverage 9.44×. (B) Density of autosomal SNVs
observed in Chinese rhesus (sample size n = 9), Indian rhesus
(nine samples randomly sampled from 123 Indian rhesus samples), chimpanzee (nine samples randomly sampled from 10 samples; downloaded
from http://panmap.uchicago.edu), and human (1000 Genomes Project
data, phase 1, nine samples randomly sampled from 1092 samples).

analysis was produced from an Indian-origin animal. Indeed the
CRh exhibit an average of 4.3 million homozygous nonreference
allele sites, whereas the IRh present only 3.0 million. The CRh
also exhibit higher number of segregating sites and nucleotide
diversity (π) than IRh (Table 2). We randomly sampled nine of
the IRh animals and compared their SNV density (7.2/kb) to the
nine CRh animals (11.1/kb), nine humans from the 1000 Genomes Project (3.7/kb), and nine western chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes verus (1.9/kb) (Auton et al. 2012) (IRh versus human: MannWhitney U test P < 2.2 × 10−16).
Rhesus SNVs fall disproportionately in CpG dinucleotide
sites. Just 2.06% of bases in the rhesus genome are contained in
CpG dinucleotides, but 16.7% of rhesus SNVs fall in such positions. This is consistent with the higher mutation rate observed
at these sites due to deamination of methylated cytosines. Given
the utility of rhesus macaque models of human genetic disease,
we are interested in identifying polymorphic sites that are shared
between humans and rhesus. Of 36.9 million sites that are polymorphic in our sample of rhesus macaques and that survive reciprocal liftOver to the human genome (hg19) and back to the rhesus,
1.8 million sites are polymorphic in both rhesus and humans,
and share both alleles in common. Furthermore, 42.1% of those
shared polymorphisms are at CpG sites in the rhesus genome.
Given the higher CpG mutation rate and the 6.5% sequence divergence between the human and rhesus genomes (Rhesus Macaque
Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007), this
high proportion of shared polymorphisms falling in CpG dinucleotides seems more consistent with independent parallel mutations in the two species than with retention of shared ancestral
polymorphism over approximately 25 million years since their
last common ancestor (for a discussion of shared ancestral polymorphisms between humans and chimpanzees, see Leffler et al.
2013). Regardless of their origin, these rhesus polymorphisms
that are shared with humans will be extraordinarily useful as
new macaque models of human genetic effects, facilitating the
testing of specific genotype–phenotype relationships in a wellcharacterized primate model system.

Recombination map
Compared with humans, the average number of SNVs per
sample in rhesus macaques is greater than twofold higher in IRh
animals and greater than 2.5-fold higher in CRh individuals. The
IRh show substantially higher SNV density than an equivalent
sample of 123 humans from the 1000 Genomes Project (11.8/kb
versus 7.9/kb), with a larger number of variants per sample
(Table 1; Fig. 1A). This pattern holds when read depth coverage
is equivalent at ∼9.5× per sample for both rhesus macaques and
humans (9.7 SNV/kb versus 6.3 SNV/kb) (Fig. 1A). The average heterozygosity in both IRh (het = 0.0024) and CRh (het = 0.0027) is
higher than most available estimates for nonhuman primates
(e.g., chimpanzees, bonobos, and gorillas consistently less than
0.0019; Indian rhesus versus chimpanzee Mann-Whitney U test,
P-value <2.2 × 10−16) while roughly equivalent to Sumatran orangutans (Prado-Martinez et al. 2013; data from Supplemental Fig.
6.1). The estimated heterozygosity per sample is also higher in
rhesus than in human (IRh versus human Mann-Whitney U test,
P-value <2.2 × 10−16), and the value for the CRh is larger than for
IRh (Mann-Whitney U test, P-value <2.2 × 10−16) (Tables 1, 2; Fig.
1B). The CRh are expected to show a higher number of variants
per animal than IRh because the reference genome used in this

We used LDhat software (McVean et al. 2004) to calculate a recombination map for the rhesus genome. Figure 2A shows that recombination is reduced across all chromosomes in the rhesus genome
relative to the human, and the distribution of local rates for

Table 2. Nucleotide diversity (θ) and effective population size (Ne) in
rhesus macaques, chimpanzees, and humans based on segregating
sites (S) and nucleotide diversity (π)
π

S

Indian rhesus
Chinese rhesus
YRI
CHB
CEU
Chimpanzee

Sample
size (n)

θ

Ne

θ

Ne

123
9
88
97
85
10

0.00209
0.00328
0.00115
0.000647
0.000708
0.000548

52,350
82,080
24,450
13,720
14,990
9130

0.00247
0.00285
0.00103
0.000725
0.000774
0.000604

61,800
71,200
21,820
15,360
16,400
10,060

Human data from The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium (2012); chimpanzee data from Auton et al. (2012).
(CEU) Utah residents, Northern and Western European ancestry; (CHB)
Han Chinese (Beijing); (YRI) Yoruban in Nigeria.
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(Liu and Fu 2015) and the Pairwise
Sequential
Markovian
Coalescent
(PSMC) method (Fig. 3; Li and Durbin
2011). Those two methods were chosen
as they complement each other:
Stairway plots provide more accurate reconstructions of recent demographic history (<100,000 yr ago), whereas the
PSMC method performs better for more
ancient history, older than ∼100,000 yr
(Liu and Fu 2015). Whole-genome site
frequency spectra (SFS) for 75 high-coverage (>25×) IRh and six high-coverage
(>20×) CRh were used for stairway plot
estimation. Whole-genome sequence
data from three high-coverage IRh and
three high-coverage CRh were used for
PSMC estimation.
For Chinese rhesus, the stairway
plot and PSMC (using pattern parameter
of p “6+29∗ 2”) inferred similar demographic histories (Fig. 3), i.e., a period of
population growth starting ∼600,000–
700,000 yr ago that reached its peak
∼400,000 yr ago. The models suggest
that the population size remained more
or less constant after that. The PSMC estimation for one CRh (37945) suggested a
population size decrease ∼100,000 yr
ago. However, given that PSMC is less acFigure 2. (A) Genome-wide comparison of recombination rates in syntenic regions scaled and averaged over 1-Mb segments in the Indian rhesus genome (blue and cyan, sample n = 49) and human popcurate when reconstructing recent histoulation-average Hapmap genetic map (red and orange). (B) Distribution of 4Ner estimated directly for
ry, and that the estimations from the
534 autosomal syntenic regions that are orthologous in humans and rhesus. (C) Recombination rates
other two CRh do not support this popuscaled by 100 kb in a given syntenic region (human genome coordinate Chr 6: 70,000,000) for humans
lation size decrease, we suspect this
(orange line) and rhesus (blue line).
decrease may be an artifact of PSMC estimation. Alternatively, the three CRh individuals analyzed may have their origins in different regions
orthologous segments is shifted significantly to lower values (P =
within China that experienced different population histories.
3.74 × 10−9, Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 2B). Across the entire gePSMC estimation using an alternative pattern parameter (p “4
nome, the recombination rate for 100-kb windows within IRh au+25∗ 2+4+6”), also suggested a similar demographic history
tosomes is 0.433 ± 0.333 cM/Mb (mean ± SD), which is
−20
(Supplemental Fig. S1). In the following discussion, we refer to
significantly lower (P < 1 × 10 , Mann-Whitney U test) than rePSMC analyses with pattern parameter of “6+29∗ 2” as PSMC1
combination across human autosomes in Hapmap genetic map
and those with pattern parameter “4+25∗ 2+4+6” as PSMC2. We
(1.322 ± 1.399 cM/Mb estimated for 100-kb windows) (The
tested the fit of each model (stairway plot, PSMC1, and PSMC2)
International HapMap Consortium 2007). A detailed comparison
by comparing SFS predicted by each model’s inferred demographic
of one short segment (5 Mb; human Chromosome 6: coordinates
results against the true observed SFS (Supplemental Fig. S2) for
70–75 million base pairs) (Fig. 2C) demonstrates this lower recomChinese rhesus. PSMC1 fit slightly better than the other two modbination rate in rhesus compared to humans. A previously conels (Supplemental Fig. S2; Supplemental Table S2). Furthermore,
structed low resolution recombination map for a rhesus macaque
we note that there is no definitive consensus regarding the most
pedigree using crossovers among 241 microsatellite loci (Rogers
appropriate mutation rate to be used for these estimations of deet al. 2006) also suggested reduced recombination per megabase
mographic history (Ségurel et al. 2014; Rahbari et al. 2016). If a
in rhesus relative to human.
higher rate of mutation is used, the inferred dates would all be adjusted forward in time.
Demographic analysis of two rhesus macaque populations
For Indian rhesus, both the stairway plot and PSMC (PSMC1
The estimated effective population sizes, based on the number of
and PSMC2) again suggest population growth starting ∼600,000–
segregating sites (S) and observed genetic diversity (π) are approx700,000 yr ago and reaching a peak ∼400,000 yr ago. Both methods also suggest a population bottleneck ∼60–70,000 yr ago.
imately 52,000 and 62,000, respectively, for IRh and 82,000 and
However, there are also discrepancies between results. The most
71,000 for CRh (Table 2). For all demographic analyses, we use
obvious discrepancy is that the stairway model infers a population
an estimated macaque mutation rate of 1.0 × 10−8 per site per gensize recovery beginning ∼30,000 yr ago, reaching full recovery
eration, and generation time of 11 yr (for rationale behind these
∼15,000 yr ago, while this recovery is not inferred by PSMC.
values, see Methods). We inferred the history of demographic
Comparing the fit of these models to the data using the observed
change for IRh and CRh separately using the stairway plot method
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liftOver methods to identify regions of the rhesus genome that
are orthologous to the 4.2% of the human genome that is significantly conserved across 29 mammals, based on the SiPhy approach
(Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011), and we then compared rhesus macaque
SNV density in the conserved and nonconserved segments. Using
the full data set from IRh and CRh animals, 1,075,143 SNVs fall
within the 112.1 Mb of conserved sequence regions. This density
of 9.6 SNVs/kb contrasts significantly with the density in the remainder of the genome (17.8 SNVs/kb for combined IRh/CRh
data, P < 0.0001).The CpG content in the conserved regions is
14.03 CpGs/kb compared to 7.93 outside of the conserved regions,
and there are 1.60 SNVs in CpGs per 1000 bp of conserved region
sequence compared to 2.38 SNVs in CpGs per 1000 bp outside of
conserved regions. This indicates that although there is a higher
density of CpG sites in conserved regions than in the rest of the genome, fewer of those CpG sites exhibit polymorphism in our study
sample. This may be related to conservation of promoter function,
affecting CpG islands in promoter regions (Lindblad-Toh et al.
2011). The distribution of MAF for rhesus SNVs in the conserved
regions is also shifted to lower allele frequencies than for other
regions (Supplemental Fig. S4). We are particularly interested in
rhesus SNVs that fall in regions predicted to have the greatest functional effects in humans. Within the 0.4% of the genome that
shows the strongest purifying selection within humans (Khurana
et al. 2013), we again found significantly reduced variation (12.1
SNVs/kb versus 17.5 SNVs/kb; P < 0.0001).

Ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous variants

Figure 3. Demographic histories inferred by the stairway plot and
PSMC. (A) Stairway plot estimation and 95% CI based on six high-coverage (>20×) Chinese rhesus and 75 high-coverage (>20×) Indian rhesus.
(B) PSMC estimations with pattern “6+29∗ 2” for three high-coverage
Chinese rhesus (35086, 36013, and 37945) and three high-coverage
Indian rhesus (34770, 36461, and 36470): (Ne) effective population size.

SFS for 52 low-coverage (<12×) IRh suggests that the stairway results fit the observed SFS significantly better than the PSMC models (Supplemental Fig. S2; Supplemental Table S2). The PSMC
results significantly underestimate the frequency of rare SNPs.
Further simulation studies suggest that PSMC may miss the recent
population size recovery when individual genomes were used,
whereas the stairway plot can infer such recovery using SFS from
multiple individuals (Supplemental Fig. S3). Overall, the results
support a recent population growth as inferred by stairway plot,
which is missed by PSMC. Another discrepancy between results
is that PSMC1 infers a population growth ∼100,000 yr ago, but
this growth was not inferred by stairway plot or PSMC2. Finally,
PSMC1 and PSMC2 infer an ancient population bottleneck
∼3,000,000 yr ago, but that time period is beyond the range of
the stairway plot method.

Purifying selection against slightly deleterious variants is expected
to be more powerful in rhesus than in modern humans due to the
larger Ne in rhesus. This predicts a reduction in the proportion of
functionally deleterious mutations in the macaques relative to humans. We used liftOver and Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (VEP)
software to infer the functional consequences of the observed rhesus macaque SNVs. Counting only rhesus SNVs unambiguously
mapped to human genome coordinates, and using the human
VEP predicted consequences rather than the rhesus annotations,
we identified substantial numbers of putative functional variants
(Table 3). The ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous variants is
lower in rhesus than in a subset of 133 humans from the 1000
Genomes Project (Supplemental Fig. S5). The relative density of
nonsynonymous SNVs (rdnsv) (Freudenberg et al. 2012) for humans = 0.46 and for rhesus = 0.32 (t-test P = 1.09 × 10−261). The average number of synonymous variants (homozygous alternative
allele plus heterozygous) per individual in these two matched
samples is substantially higher in rhesus than in human
(11,113.9 versus 7369.5; t-test P = 2.81 × 10−115). The number of
nonsynonymous variants per individual is also higher in rhesus,

Table 3. Predicted consequences of observed rhesus macaque SNVs
based on Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor
VEP prediction

Number of rhesus variants observed

Conservation and negative selection across the rhesus genome
Purifying selection is a potent force shaping the amount and nature of genetic variation within species. Both theory and prior evidence predict that genomic regions that are significantly
conserved across mammalian species should exhibit lower levels
of intraspecies variation than the rest of the genome (LindbladToh et al. 2011; Corbett-Detig et al. 2015). We used reciprocal

Missense
Synonymous
3′ UTR variant
Splice region variant
Stop codon gained
Splice donor or acceptor
Mature miRNA

126,445
148,278
381,010
42,054
2642
4371
650
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but more similar between species than the counts of synonymous
variants (7810.1 in rhesus versus 6551.7 in humans; t-test P =
7.66 × 10−47) (see also Yuan et al. 2012). Consequently, the ratio
of nonsynonymous-to-synonymous variants is lower in rhesus,
consistent with population genetic theory. This is true despite
the total pool of rhesus nonsynonymous variants (across a population sample or per individual) being higher than in humans
(Table 1).
To independently test these conclusions, we used DFE-alpha
(Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2009) to investigate the distribution
of fitness effects (DFE) within Indian-origin rhesus across 10,944
rhesus–human orthologous genes. We compared IRh nonsynonymous (NS) sites potentially under selection to more neutrally
evolving sites (synonymous sites, introns, and regions flanking
known genes) (Supplemental Table S3). Akaike information criterion (AIC) values calculated for DFE-alpha maximum likelihood
scores indicate that a three-epoch model of initial population
decline followed by expansion provides the best fit to the data,
and this is consistent with our stairway plot results for IRh animals.
Among IRh, the three-epoch model using synonymous sites as the
neutrally evolving data set suggests 19.5% of NS mutations behave
as effectively neutral (Nes 0–1), whereas just over 75% of NS mutations are so strongly selected against that they almost never become fixed (Nes > 10). Equivalent analyses in humans (EyreWalker and Keightley 2009) suggest that 29%–38% of NS mutations behave as effectively neutral (Nes 0–1), and only 44%–64%
of amino acid changing mutations are strongly selected against
(Nes > 10). Prior comparisons of DFE between humans and chimpanzees (Hvilsom et al. 2012) found that, as we see in rhesus macaques, purifying selection is also stronger in chimpanzees than
in humans (see also Boyko et al. 2008). Although not definitive,
this analysis suggests that purifying selection has acted more
strongly in both rhesus macaques and chimpanzees than it has
in humans. However, the effect of purifying selection is weaker
in all these primates than in Drosophila (Eyre-Walker and Keightley
2009). On the other hand, we estimate that alpha (α, the proportion of new NS mutations fixed as a result of positive selection)
is 19.6% in the macaques. In both humans (Eyre-Walker and
Keightley 2009; Veeramah et al. 2014) and chimpanzees (Hvilsom
et al. 2012) α is estimated to be lower than our estimate for rhesus,
although those previous studies did find significantly higher α levels on the X Chromosome compared with autosomes. We also performed additional analyses of the effects of selection on the rhesus
genome (Residual Variance Intolerance Scores), and those results
are presented in the Supplemental Material.

Functional annotation of rhesus SNVs
Each of the putatively functional rhesus variants is potentially useful for modeling genetic effects on human phenotypes, including
risk for disease. As specific examples, we investigated rhesus macaque variants in 166 genes (Supplemental Table S4) known to
cause human eye diseases, such as retinal degeneration or congenital blindness. Among those 166 genes, we identified 157,595 total
rhesus variants, including 157 alleles predicted to adversely affect
gene function. This includes 18 loss-of-function and other variants
in MYO7A and ABCA4 that affect codons known to cause disease
when altered in humans (Molday et al. 2009; Millán et al. 2011).
These codon-specific mutations are particularly valuable in rhesus
macaques because this species models human retinal disease more
closely than rodent models (Lillo et al. 2003; Coleman et al. 2004;
Francis et al. 2008; Colella et al. 2013). Across a variety of physio-
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logical systems, human genetic mechanisms can be modeled more
effectively in primates than in other species (Barr et al. 2004;
Loffredo et al. 2007; Vallender et al. 2010; Rogers et al. 2013;
Phillips et al. 2014); thus, functional variants in macaque genes
orthologous to human disease genes (eye diseases or others) will
provide significant and unique opportunities to model genetic
mechanisms or test therapies for those disorders.
Of particular interest are variants in rhesus macaques that affect nucleotide sites already shown to influence disease risk in humans. We used the WGSA human genome annotation pipeline
(Liu et al. 2015) to annotate the rhesus SNVs that were reciprocally
lifted over to the human genome. Among those rhesus SNVs, 164
variants were found that match human variants annotated as “disease causing” in HGMD or pathogenic in ClinVar (Supplemental
Table S5). Those 164 rhesus variants affect genes that cause specific
human diseases including leukemia, ALS, atrial fibrillation, ADHD,
autism, breast cancer, cardiomyopathy, Charcot–Marie–Tooth 1B,
cystic fibrosis, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, polycystic kidney
disease, and others (Supplemental Table S5).
One of the major challenges in human genetics is the prediction and validation of functional effects for noncoding sequence
variants. Noncoding functional variation in macaques can be
used for experimental investigation of its cellular and broader phenotypic consequences, taking advantage of the outstanding similarity of genetic pathways (Seok et al. 2013; Bakken et al. 2015,
2016). We used reciprocal liftOver to identify segments of the
rhesus macaque genome that are orthologous to human DNA segments annotated by the ENCODE Project as transcription factor
binding sites (TFBS) (Spivakov et al. 2012; The ENCODE Project
Consortium 2012). We found 111,290 rhesus SNVs that affect
the predicted TFBS. Among these, 24,449 are predicted by
JASPAR (Mathelier et al. 2014) to alter TF binding, and 3554 affect
sites that are also polymorphic in humans. Among those sites,
2192 are exact allelic matches for known human polymorphisms
within TFBS, creating opportunities for targeted in vivo study of
specific effects on gene expression.

Discussion
Rhesus macaques (M. mulatta) are critical to progress in many aspects of biomedical research and have also been central to fundamental analyses of primate behavior and evolution. The current
census of rhesus in NIH-funded research colonies is approximately
20,000, with the vast majority derived from Indian-origin founders, although a smaller number of Chinese-origin rhesus are available. The analyses presented here demonstrate that an extensive
array of genetic variation is segregating among rhesus macaques,
and much of that variation is predicted to have functional consequences (e.g., stop codons, splice site variants, damaging nonsynonymous variants, and others that affect TFBS). The higher
nucleotide diversity in rhesus macaques compared with humans
is consistent with prior studies examining smaller data sets of
mtDNA (Kanthaswamy and Smith 2004), microsatellites (Satkoski
et al. 2008), or smaller sets of SNVs (Ferguson et al. 2007; Hernandez et al. 2007; Fawcett et al. 2011; Yuan et al. 2012). Our new data
show for the first time that a random sample of 133 rhesus macaques exhibit hundreds of variants that match annotated, known
human disease variants and thousands more that are predicted to
be damaging within known human disease genes.
Although rhesus macaques have been valuable models for
human disease research for many years (Phillips et al. 2014), the
putative functional variants identified in this study can greatly
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increase their value as models for human genetics. Direct in vivo
experimental analyses of the cellular and physiological consequences of both protein-coding and noncoding variation in primate models that closely mimic human biology are now feasible,
including analyses that test specific hypotheses concerning genotype–phenotype relationships that develop out of human association studies. In addition, the macaque genetic variation can
be used to investigate the developmental effects of putative
functional variation early in embryogenesis or fetal development,
as well as the consequences of host genetic variation on the progression of controlled infection with known pathogens, studies
that would be unethical or impractical in humans and are often
impossible with nonprimate models. Rhesus monkeys that carry
specific functionally significant (disease-causing) alleles could
also be used to test the efficacy of novel pharmaceutical therapies
targeted to ameliorate dysfunction in specific genes or genetic
pathways.
One unanticipated finding of this study is the evidence that
recombination rates per megabase of autosomal sequence are
significantly lower in rhesus macaques relative to humans. Prior
studies of pedigree-based recombination had suggested the potential for reduced recombination in rhesus (Rogers et al. 2006),
but given the number of potential confounding factors, the support from those microsatellite data for reduced recombination
was not strong. The present results based on extensive wholegenome SNV data indicate that there is a significant difference
in recombination rates between these two species, and recommends further investigation of recombination in rhesus and other
closely related species such as other macaques, baboons, and other
Old World monkeys. Previous investigators observed that although
specific recombination hotspots are not conserved, the overall rate
and pattern of recombination is quite similar in chimpanzees and
humans (Auton et al. 2012). Our results argue for additional comparative analyses of PRDM9 function (Schwartz et al. 2014) and
other aspects of the recombination machinery among Old World
monkeys and other nonhuman primates that may reveal interesting and informative differences among primate genomes.
The large effective population size inferred for this species
provides an interesting contrast with modern humans and most
of the nonhuman primates studied to date (Prado-Martinez et al.
2013). In contrast to smaller mammals such as rodents or bats, average heterozygosity, linkage disequilibrium, degree of regional
population differentiation, and historical dynamics of fluctuations
in population size may differ in relatively large-bodied, longerlived species such as primates. Most genome-scale studies of nonhuman primate population genetics have focused either on
African great apes and hylobatids, which generally exhibit restricted geographic ranges and episodes of low effective population size
(Prado-Martinez et al. 2013; Carbone et al. 2014; Gordon et al.
2016), or other endangered primates (Perry et al. 2012) that may
not reflect the population genetics of widely distributed, ecologically flexible species. Because several human ancestors (Homo erectus, archaic Homo sapiens) had extensive geographic, ecological
and temporal distributions (Stringer 2012; Antón et al. 2014), it
is plausible that the population genomics and population structure of those species shares more in common with extant rhesus
macaques than with extant gibbons, gorillas, chimpanzees or bonobos (Prado-Martinez et al. 2013; Xue et al. 2015; Gordon et al.
2016). The population genetics of extant humans is dominated
by the dramatic recent population expansion, which can complicate efforts to estimate parameters such as the distribution of fitness effects (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2009; Gazave et al. 2013).

Inferences regarding the population genomics of archaic hominins can be placed into a broader comparative perspective by
also considering this type of information for rhesus macaques
and other widely distributed, ecologically successful nonhuman
primates with relatively long lifespan.
The rhesus macaques in the major NIH-funded research colonies, approximately 20,000 in number, consist primarily of animals with ancestry in India. The inferred divergence of Indian
from Chinese rhesus macaques ∼150,000 to 200,000 yr ago is
consistent with reconstructions of macaque evolutionary history
based on a smaller nuclear DNA sequence data set (Hernandez
et al. 2007), mtDNA analyses (Smith and McDonough 2005;
Hasan et al. 2014), and climate, sea level changes, and paleontology (Abegg and Thierry 2002). Fossils of ancient macaques, along
with other forest dwelling mammals, are known from throughout
the Zhoukoudian faunal assemblage in northeast China, dating
from >500,000 yr ago to less than 200,000 (Li et al. 2014). The
divergence of rhesus macaques from the closely related cynomolgus macaque (Macaca fascicularis) likely occurred in east or southeast Asia approximately 900,000 yr ago (Osada et al. 2008). The
geographic range of the ancestral mulatta/fascicularis lineage is
not entirely clear but was likely influenced during the Pleistocene
by significant fluctuations in climate, temperature, rainfall, and
sea level that would expand and contract the habitat for these
monkeys (Morley 2012). The dispersal of modern rhesus macaques
into eastern China and westward across Bangladesh into India
established the broad geographic range and ecological diversity
that now characterizes Macaca mulatta. Our results suggest that
the dispersal of rhesus macaques from their origin in east or southeast Asia westward (Abegg and Thierry 2002) probably occurred between 150,000 and 200,000 yr ago (Smith and McDonough 2005;
Hernandez et al. 2007; Hasan et al. 2014). Furthermore, the bottleneck inferred for the Indian-origin animals by the stairway analyses may be the result of this westward dispersal. Integration of
genome-based reconstructions of demographic history with paleontological and climatic information can lead to a more complete
understanding of the history and population dynamics of this
important primate species. That population history has produced
the pattern of intra-species genetic diversity that we now observe.
This array of extant genetic variation provides substantial opportunity for further analyses of gene and genome function that can
contribute to various aspects of biomedical and primatological
research.

Methods
Description of DNA samples analyzed
DNA or blood samples were obtained from eight US primate research colonies, as listed in Supplemental Table S1. We also analyzed three wild-caught Chinese rhesus macaques from the
Yellow Mountains region of Anhui Province using DNA samples
provided by Dr. G. Fan (UCLA) and Drs. Liu and Sun (Anhui University, Hefei, China). One study animal we sequenced from the
Southwest NPRC is the same animal used for the initial rheMac2
(NCBI Mmul_051212) whole-genome assembly (Rhesus Macaque
Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007). The
133 animals used as the final data set show no evidence of close relatedness (defined as closer than second cousins) nor evidence of
admixture between regional populations. All animals were broadly
healthy, with no obvious congenital abnormalities at the time of
sampling or reported subsequently.
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Initial sample collection and sequencing
To begin this analysis, we sequenced the genomes of 152 rhesus
macaques from the eight US primate research colonies. Among
those animals, there were 144 presumed Indian-origin animals
and eight presumed Chinese-origin animals. Whole-genome sequencing was performed using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform,
generating 100-bp paired-end reads. Depth of sequence read coverage in Illumina paired-end reads for each study subject ranges from
7.0× to 60.7×, with a mean of 26.7× (Supplemental Fig. S6;
Supplemental Table S6). Single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) were
identified by mapping the quality-filtered sequence reads to the
rheMac2 rhesus macaque whole-genome assembly (Rhesus
Macaque Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al.
2007) using BWA (Li and Durbin 2009). SNVs were then called using SNPTools (Wang et al. 2013). This process identified slightly
more than 53.7 million SNVs.

Evaluation of initial data set using PRIMUS
We next used the PRIMUS suite of analytical tools to evaluate and
perform quality controls on this initial data (Staples et al. 2013,
2014). The algorithms in PRIMUS that estimate allele sharing
were used to infer genealogical relatedness among all pairs. This
identified several sample pairs with apparent relatedness, defined
here as having estimated kinship closer than second cousins. We
next investigated possible admixture (individuals with evidence
of ancestry from both Chinese-origin and Indian-origin ancestors). Using the tools within PRIMUS to generate principal components analyses and plots, we found evidence of Indian-Chinese
admixture in some animals and misidentification of ancestry in
others (Supplemental Fig. S7). As a result of the relatedness testing
and admixture analyses, 22 individuals were removed from the
data set of 152. At this stage, we also added three wild-caught
Chinese rhesus obtained from Drs. Fan, Liu, and Sun. Thus, the final sample size was set at 133 macaques.

Final SNV calling
Initial variant calling on the full set of 155 rhesus (152 initial study
animals plus three additional Chinese animals) was performed using SNPTools (Wang et al. 2013), with the sequence reads mapped
to the rheMac2 reference genome (Rhesus Macaque Genome
Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007) with BWA (Li
and Durbin 2009). For final SNV calling, we again used the read
mapping from BWA and SNV calls generated by SNPTools. The default cutoff value for variance ratio score (VRS) in SNPTools is set
at 1.5. In this study, we used a VRS cutoff of 1.6 in order to balance
the quality of SNP sites and the number of SNPs discarded (see
Supplemental Fig. S8). Using this threshold, the overall transition/transversion ratio (Ti/Tv) is 2.092, which is slightly low compared to the human 1000 Genomes Project data set (=2.14 for 1092
samples) (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium 2012). However,
when the number of samples is adjusted to be the same (n = 133, by
randomly sampling 133 human samples from the total 1092 samples), the Ti/Tv for our rhesus data set with the VRS cutoff set at 1.6
is actually higher than the Ti/Tv for the human 1000 Genomes
data set (Supplemental Fig. S9).
Using SNPTools, we discovered 45,656,297 biallelic SNVs on
the autosomes of the 133 rhesus, VRS >1.6 (Wang et al. 2013). To
further improve the quality of sites reported, we then used GATK
(DePristo et al. 2011) to perform the SNV calling again, independently. GATK identified 46,991,381 SNVs. The Ti/Tv ratio for the
GATK variant calls is also higher than what is observed for the
1000 Genomes Project human data set with the same number of
samples. The intersection of these two SNV call sets defines
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43,767,770 variants (Supplemental Fig. S10). The Ti/Tv ratio for
the intersection data set is slightly higher than that for SNPTools
(Supplemental Fig. S9). Next, the intersection set of SNV calls
was used as the input for genotype likelihood estimation and imputation using SNPTools. Following likelihood estimation and imputation, we removed SNVs with homozygous alternative alleles
in the reference animal 17573 (n = 16,078 or 0.037%), and removed another 44,174 SNPs that had alternative allele frequency
= 0 in the VCF file. This produced a final data set and SNV call list of
43,707,518 SNVs across the rhesus autosomes.

Independent validation of SNV calls
To assess the reliability of the final SNV call set, we resequenced
eight randomly selected animals using whole-exome capture.
The human Vcrome2.1 exome capture array was used to enrich sequencing libraries for exonic sequences, and resulting libraries
were sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform.
Macaque sequence reads were mapped to the rhesus reference genome using BWA and SNVs called using GATK. After using standard exome analysis procedures and quality filters, we compared
the relevant SNV results (a total of 131,708 variable sites) across
the eight individuals. Concordance of SNV identification between
WGS and WES data was 95.03%. This observed discordance of
∼5% represents the sum of false positive calls in the WGS data
and false negative calls in the WES data. We also performed another validation of a much smaller subset of several hundred SNVs using the Ion Torrent PGM platform (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.)
to resequence custom designed amplicons covering rhesus macaque SNVs with a range of minor allele frequencies (for further details, see Supplemental Material).

Selection of human samples for comparison to rhesus macaques
To compare patterns of base pair variation in humans and rhesus
macaques, we randomly selected 123 human samples from the
1000 Genomes Phase 1 data set (The 1000 Genomes Project
Consortium 2012) to compare with 123 samples from Indian-origin rhesus (excluding the original Indian-origin animal used to
generate the reference genome assembly). In addition, we selected
nine human samples from the same 1000 Genomes data to compare with our nine samples from Chinese rhesus. The background
ethnicity information for these randomly selected human samples
is shown in Supplemental Table S7.

Rhesus recombination map
We set up the workflow for estimating recombination rates using
LDHat software (Auton and McVean 2007; Auton et al. 2012)
and the recommended procedures. To check our workflow, we
downloaded the chimpanzee genotype data (sample size n = 10)
that was used to create the initial chimpanzee genetic recombination map (Auton et al. 2012), and then used our workflow to estimate the recombination rate across chimpanzee autosomes. The
recombination rates we obtained are very close to the published
results (Supplemental Fig. S11; Supplemental Table S8), indicating
that our workflow functions appropriately. We next estimated the
recombination rates across rhesus macaque autosomes and compared them with human autosomes. Sample size and sequence
coverage may affect recombination rate estimates, so we only estimated recombination rates for IRh. In human 1000 Genomes data,
the read coverage is relatively low, so we used 49 IRh samples with
low-to-moderate sequence coverage (mean 9.5×) to estimate the
rhesus recombination rates and selected 49 moderate-coverage
samples each from CEU and YRI populations within the 1000
Genomes data to estimate recombination rates for these two
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human populations (Supplemental Fig. S12). The average coverage
for 49 CEU samples is 6.18, and average coverage for 49 YRI samples is 6.3.
The LDHat program interval was used to estimate the recombination rates. For human, θ = 0.001 and ρ = 100; for rhesus, θ =
0.025 and ρ = 100. The autosomal haplotype data was divided
into windows, each including 4000 SNVs, with an overlap of 200
SNVs between adjacent windows. We performed 60 million iterations of interval, with a block penalty of 5 and the first burn-in
interations (20 million) discarded. Finally, recombination rates
were combined across adjacent (overlapping) windows using previously described methods (Auton and McVean 2007; Auton
et al. 2012). Chromosomal regions exhibiting unusual patterns
of linkage disequilibrium were removed from the data set using
the filters described previously (Auton et al. 2012). If the value of
4Ner estimated between two adjacent SNVs is larger than 100 in
humans or rhesus, or if a gap of >50 kb occurs within a window,
we set the recombination rate to zero in the region of the surrounding 100 SNVs (±50 SNVs upstream and downstream). The total
amount of sequence removed due to all filtering steps was
0.14%. Once the data were filtered as described, the genetic map
was assembled. To obtain the statistics of recombination rates
on IRh and human autosomes, we split autosomes into 100-kb
windows and calculated the genetic distance for each window.
We discarded windows in which the proportion of “N”s (unclear
nucleotide in the reference genome) was >0.1 or the proportion
of SNPs zeroed >0.1. Finally, we calculated the average genetic distance in the remaining 100-kb windows in units of cM/Mb for IRh
and human. Supplemental Figures S13 and S14 present plots of the
values of 4Ner and LD across 534 orthologous regions of the rhesus
and human genomes.

Estimating effective population size and demographic
history for rhesus macaques
For all demographic estimations, we have assumed a mutation rate
of 1 × 10−8 per site per generation and a generation time of 11 yr.
The most appropriate mutation rate to use for this type of analysis
remains somewhat controversial for humans, in which a variety of
methods have been used to determine the “best” estimate (Ségurel
et al. 2014). For rhesus macaques, there is far less empirical evidence. We assume a mutation rate of 1.0 × 10−8 per site per generation for macaques, because a review of the data for humans
suggests a rate of 1.0–1.5 × 10−8 per site per generation (Ségurel
et al. 2014). Assuming the generation time for rhesus macaques
is 11 yr and humans is 25 yr, the per year mutation rates are
then 0.9 × 10−9 for macaques and 0.4–0.6 × 10−9 for humans, an
appropriate ratio given the demonstrated slowdown in humans
and other hominoids. Generation time is set at 11 yr based on
the field data that indicate rhesus macaques begin reproduction
∼6 yr of age and can breed until their late teens, resulting in age
at median birth of ∼11 yr.
A total of 75 high-coverage (>25×, average 38.1×) Indian rhesus
and six high-coverage (>20×, average 34.4×) Chinese rhesus were
used to infer demographic history using the stairway plot 2.0b software, the June 2016 v2 beta release (Liu and Fu 2015). Two hundred
SFS subsamples with each containing a random selection of twothirds of the sites with called SNV genotypes were produced. For
each subsample, a stairway plot was estimated using a random selection of 120 or six “break points” for the IRh and CRh subsamples,
respectively. We used the median of the 200 estimations as the final
estimation and the 2.5% and 97.5% estimations as the 95% pseudoCI of the final estimation. We also used three high-coverage IRh
(34770, 36461, and 36470) and three high-coverage CRh (35086,
36013, and 37945) for PSMC estimation. The suggested data pro-

cessing pipeline was used, starting from BAM files. We used default
parameters, except for the option for “pattern.” The pattern “6
+29∗ 2” previously used for inferring cynomolgus macaque demographic history (Higashino et al. 2012) and the pattern “4+25∗ 2+4
+6” previously used for inferring great apes demographic histories
(Prado-Martinez et al. 2013) were used in this study. Due to technical reasons, PSMC was not able to infer the demographic history for
one IRh (36461).The final historical reconstructions from the stairway plot analyses based on 75 high-coverage (>25×, average 38.1×)
IRh and six high-coverage (>20×, average 34.4×) CRh were used as
“Stairway plot – Indian rhesus” and “Stairway plot – Chinese rhesus,” respectively. The PSMC model (p 6+29∗ 2) – Indian rhesus
was obtained by averaging the inferred demographic histories of
three high-coverage IRh (34770, 36461, and 36470). The PSMC
model (p 4+25∗ 2+4+6) – Indian rhesus was obtained by averaging
the inferred demographic histories of two high-coverage IRh
(34770 and 36470). The PSMC model (p 6+29∗ 2) – Chinese rhesus
and the PSMC model (p 4+25∗ 2+4+6) – Chinese rhesus were obtained by averaging the inferred demographic histories of three
high-coverage CRh (35086, 36013, and 37945).

Comparison of demographic histories and testing
for fit against SFS
Three demographic models, Stairway plot – Indian rhesus, PSMC
(p 6+29∗ 2) – Indian rhesus, and PSMC (p 4+25∗ 2+4+6) – Indian
rhesus were compared for the fit of the data to the observed SFS
for 52 low-coverage (<12×, average 9.5×) Indian rhesus. Similarly,
three demographic models, Stairway plot – Chinese rhesus,
PSMC (p 6+29∗ 2) – Chinese rhesus, and PSMC (p 4+25∗ 2+4+6) –
Chinese rhesus were compared for the fit of the data to the observed SFS for three low-coverage (<12×, average 9.8×) Chinese rhesus. We expect a slight downward bias in the frequencies of rare
allele counts, especially singletons, due to low coverage. To avoid
bias due to potentially incorrectly called ancestral allele, the observed SFSs were folded, i.e., minor allele counts were used for SFS.
For each model for IRh, 1-Gb length DNA sequences of 52 individuals were simulated using the coalescent-based algorithm
SMC (McVean and Cardin 2005; Marjoram and Wall 2006) implemented in the scrm software package (Staab et al. 2015). Similarly,
for each model for CRh, 1-Gb length DNA sequences of three individuals were simulated. The simulated folded SFS were compared
to the observed SFS from the low-coverage samples (Supplemental
Fig. S2). Composite likelihood of the observed SFS was approximated as
Ln = ln !

n/2 hi

pi
,
h!
i=0 i

where n is the sample size (individuals); ηi is the count of observed
sites with a minor allele count of i; pi is the frequency of ηi in the
n−1

hi .
simulated samples; and ln =
i=0

Simulation study assuming a population size recovery
To investigate our ability to infer recent population size growth/recovery, we simulated 200 DNA sequence samples using the scrm
software package (Staab et al. 2015). The stairway plot estimation
based on 75 high-coverage IRh is assumed to be the true demographic model. The ratio of recombination rate and mutation
rate is assumed to be 0.4. For each simulation, 75 individuals
were simulated each with 500-Mb DNA sequences. Then stairway
plot and PSMC with pattern parameter “6+29∗ 2” and “4+25∗ 2+4
+6” were used to infer demographic histories based on the simulated DNA sequences. Only the first individual (of the 75 individuals)
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was used for PSMC estimations, whereas all 75 individuals were
used for the stairway plot estimation.

Estimation of long-term Ne
To estimate the long-term Ne for rhesus macaques, we first estimated θ, where θ = 4 Ne μ and μ is the mutation rate per base pair per
generation. We calculated S (the number of segregating sites)
and π (genetic diversity) for 100-kb windows on rhesus autosomes
to estimate θ (Watterson 1975; Tajima 1983; Fu and Li 1993; Hartl
and Clark 2007). We then estimated Ne by dividing θ by 4μ.

SNV density in conserved regions of the genome
A search for conserved genomic regions across low-coverage assemblies of 29 mammalian genomes (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011)
used two different criteria to identify regions of evolutionary conservation. We used the results of the Lindblad-Toh et al. (2011)
SiPhy-ω analysis, which identified 4.2% of the human genome
as significantly conserved across these other mammals. We used
liftOver tools to perform reciprocal liftOver and identify the regions of the rhesus macaque genome that are homologous to
this 4.2% of the human genome. We then counted the total number of SNVs and calculated their density per kilobite within this
112.1 Mb. We also calculated the average density of SNVs across
the rhesus genome outside this designated 112.1 Mb of conserved
sequences. To produce a second look at the same issue, we performed parallel analyses using the 0.4% of the human genome
identified by Khurana et al. (2013) as “sensitive” regions. Again,
we compared the density per kb of SNVs within and out of the
Khurana et al. (2013) “sensitive” segments.

rdnsv analysis of ratio of synonymous to nonsynonymous SNVs
To compare relative densities of nonsynonymous and synonymous variants across distinct data sets, Freudenberg et al. (2012)
developed the rdnsv statistic. This parameter is based on the ratio
of synonymous and nonsynonymous variants in a set of SNVs, adjusting for the expected proportion under assumptions of neutrality. To compare rdnsv in rhesus macaques versus humans, we
identified one-to-one gene homologs in the two species, based
on the Ensembl database. We next identified 133 humans from
the 1000 Genomes project with whole-genome sequence coverage
most closely approximating the rhesus coverage. We used VEP to
identify synonymous and nonsynonymous variants (variants
scored as nonsynonymous in any transcript were considered nonsynonymous). Population-level rdnsv was calculated using the
equations in Freudenberg et al. (2012). Individual sample-level
rdnsv was calculated for each individual (rhesus and human).

Analysis of fitness effects
To estimate fitness effects of the rhesus macaque SNVs, we calculated DFE-alpha (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2009) using the folded
site frequency spectrum for a nonsynonymous, and therefore potentially selected data set, comparing that separately with downstream (50 kbp), intron, synonymous, and upstream (50 kbp)
neutral data sets drawn from 10,944 rhesus–human orthologous
genes. DFE-alpha was estimated using three demographic models:
one epoch (constant population), two epoch (one population size
change) and three epoch (two population changes) models. The
calculated alpha values for each model were used to estimate the
proportion of deleterious mutations with effects in four different
ranges of fitness effects, on a scale of Nes.
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Functional annotation of SNVs
A total of 36,886,925 of the 43,707,518 rhesus SNVs analyzed in
this study were successfully mapped to the human reference sequence version hg19 using liftOver (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgibin/hgLiftOver). Among them, 28,237,561 SNVs’ reference alleles
and 7,083,882 SNVs’ alternative alleles match the corresponding
human reference alleles. Those SNVs were then treated as human
SNVs and annotated using the WGSA pipeline version 0.5 (Liu
et al. 2015). All annotation resources available for version 0.5
were used for the annotation, including five functional prediction
scores, eight conservation scores, allele frequencies from four largescale resequencing studies, and variants in four disease-related databases, among others. Further annotation results are available
upon request. The annotation results were further filtered using
HGMD version 2015.1 and ClinVar (downloaded 3/15/2015). A total of 164 SNVs were annotated as disease-causing (tagged as DM or
DM?) in HGMD or pathogenic (clnsig equals 5) in ClinVar. Based
on the functional predictions of SnpEff (Cingolani et al. 2012),
dbscSNV (Jian et al. 2014), MetaLR (Dong et al. 2015), GERP++
(Davydov et al. 2010), CADD (Kircher et al. 2014), and fathmmMKL (Shihab et al. 2015), a list of 179,424 SNVs were nominated
as potentially functional and are available on request.

Data access
The sequencing data from this study have been submitted to
the NCBI BioProject database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
bioproject/) under accession number PRJNA251548. NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) accession numbers are listed in Supplemental Table S6. The
rhesus SNV calls have been submitted to dbSNP (https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp) under accession numbers ss2031476753–
ss2075184272. These calls, along with the SNV sites lifted over
to the human genome, are also available for visualization through
the UCSC track hub accessible from https://www.hgsc.bcm.edu/
non-human-primates/rhesus-monkey-genome-project.
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